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When we have an effluent do we really know what the discharge is, or are we simply making
a best guess? A number of years ago, a team of which I I was a part. had to solve this
problem with the State and the EPA breathing down our necks and threatening to impose
severe fines and perhaps shut the plant down over permit non-compliant discharges. That
experience required a concerted effort and over 6 months of negotiations to avoid fines.
That incident led me to become aware of the accuracies in measurementi.

This brief

discussion is primarily about the accuracy of your discharge reporting, and statistical
analysis of permit conditions. First, however, we need to briefly discuss the permit strategies
of the EPA and States because it’s part of the same set of limits on how your permits were
established.
US Regulatory Structure: Permits and fines
In the US, the general structure of an discharge permit is that it has a few critical numbers:
Daily Maximum, Monthly Average,
Statement of the Problem
Under the Clean Water Act’s latest revisions, the penalties for non-compliance are fairly
substantial. According to the Federal Clean Water Act, the penalty policy (33USC1319)
states that when the Administrator finds violations of Section 1311, 1312, 1316-1318, 1328,
or 1345 relating to violation of permit conditions the first step is an Administrative Order or
Notice of Violation issued to corporate officers. The AO or NOV takes effect only after the
Regional Administrator has had the opportunity to confer with the individual. Without getting
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too legal, the potential fines, if the case gets that far, are $2,500 to $25,000 per day of
violation or a year in jail or both. Note that these can be civil or criminal penalties!
At one time, in the chemical industry, the standing joke was that the Vice President of
Environment, Health and Safety was the designated VP who would go to jail if the company
misbehaved. Our job was to see that it did not happen. Times have changed, and penalties
for non-compliance have gotten larger. How do we protect ourselves and our corporate
clients against false data charges?
Statistical Basis for Permitting
First, when your permit is either up for renewal or you are getting a new permit, make sure
that there is a rational basis for determining the permit limits. In that regard, let us consider a
hypothetical case for analysis.
You have an facility discharging treated effluent into a stream. What is the minimum amount
of contaminants you can discharge? Generally, the maximum will be limited by water quality
standards. But, the minimum may not be Zero even when the facility is shut down, due to
environmental and non-process related factorsii.
Process upsets can easily change the amount of materials you are discharging and can
cause your facility to exceed the permit limits.

The maximum amount of contaminants

discharged is limited only by the size of the event, the type of contaminant, the effect on the
wastewater treatment system, and environmental factors (rainfall, snowmelt, firewater
discharges, etc.) and your ability to intercept and stop the event.
What about routine smaller events which can upset the plant processes? They can cause
permit exceedances and create fines and liabilities as well.
Recently issued environmental discharge permits, may be, if correctly configured, based
upon a lognormal distributioniii for toxics, and a Student’s T or Normal distribution for regular
contaminants. The problems with the distributions lie with the use of multiple of standard
deviation and the representative fraction of the total statistical population which it represents.
Normal Distributions

With a standard normal distributioniv, two times the standard deviation (s) on either side of
the mean (average) value of the population represents 95.5% of the possible values of the
population of possible discharges. To give the idea a bit of reality, we constructed a sample
population of 51 random numbers between 5 and 60 in Excel® as a sample of an industrial
discharge. The ranked data are shown in Figure 1. The average of the discharge is 30.73
mg/l. The standard deviation of the population of discharges is 15.85 mg/l. That means that
95.5% of all possible discharges from a facility would be between -0.975mg/l and 62.44mg/l.
The upper and lower 95.5% confidence intervals are outside the range of the population.
Implicit in the distribution is the idea that over time an equal number of data points will fall
above and below the mean. Obviously, this type of distribution violates rationality, for no
facility can have a negative discharge value and discharge values significantly below the
mean are rare.
The two standard deviations are used here because they generally for the basis for the
discharge permit. If the monthly average permit value is 30 or 31 mg/l, then the permit will
have an upper limit (Daily Maximum) of 2 times the standard deviation of the data, or in this
case 62.4 mg/l.

Figure 1. Frequency of 51 random numbers between 5 and 60.

The problem arises with plant variability and upset conditions. A wastewater treatment plant
has a downside which may be close to zero when it is shut down cold, but the upside
discharge value is dependent upon external conditions, any of which can cause large
increases in the effluent in excess of permit conditions.
A lognormal analysis of the permit data shows us a slightly better situation. The lognormal
distribution is prepared using normal distribution procedures, with the exception that the
Log10(x) or ln(x) is used rather than x in the population construction.

The lognormal

distribution has the advantage that it has no negative values.
For a lognormal distribution the probability distribution and cumulative distribution functions
are given in Equation 2 and Equation 3.
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Lognormal Distribution equation

Where Z is a standard normal distribution variable, and s and m are the standard distribution
and the mean of the population of the variable’s natural logarithm.
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The parameters of the lognormal distribution can be evaluated once s and m are known.
For the population above, we ran a lognormal analysis on the population

the scale

parameter was 0.6992 (±0.2812), and the location parameter was 3.2335 (±0.3893). Unless
one has the time and energy to perform the analyses in equation 2 and 3, and compare them
with the data distribution, the procedures involved are a bit cumbersome.
All discharge permits should be based upon a either a lognormal or Weibull distribution. The
Weibull distribution is a lognormal distribution on steroids. It’s wise to check how your permit
limits were set.
Weibull Distributions

A Weibull distribution is easy to compute as described below at the conclusion of this article.
The advantage of a Weibull analysis is that it has a longer right tail, and thus has a greater
tolerance for permit values in excess of the mean, and it fits the data population.
The Weibull distribution fits the data and provides information about the anticipated failure
mode, and it can be used with small samples with reasonable accuracy. It could be an ideal
mechanism to predict permit limits either when a facility is in startup or when it is running. A
Weibull analysis will return or simulate normal, beta, lognormal, and Weibull distributions and
will fit your data. Weibull analysis is widely used in manufacturing for evaluation of failures
and preventive maintenance on process equipment, bearings, to pumps and compressors.
I’ve even seen an example of a Weibull predictive failure for NASA’s space exploration
program.
The Weibull distribution depends on a shape and a scale parameter which are readily
determined using either a graphical plotting, or spreadsheet programs, or inexpensive
statistical programs.vvi The Weibull analysis is often used in industry for failure analysis, and
there are a number of websites and papers which discuss the application.vii
The Weibull distribution is employs two variables β, the shape factor, and α the scale
parameter.
In Figure 2 below, we present a brief comparison of the different types of distributions
commonly in use in industrial applications.
Normal distribution

Lognormal distribution family

Source: Evans, Hastings, and Peacock
(2000), Statistical Distributions, 3rd. Ed.
, John Wiley and Sons.

Weibull Distribution family shows various
Values of Shape factor β
Source: https://applicationsresearch.com
/WeibullEase.htm

Figure 3 compares the formulas for the Weibull and lognormal distributions:
Comparing the Distributions:
The comparisons of distribution values vs. actual values is shown below:
Weibull-distribution-example.htm
For our experiment: the following values were determined:
Parameter

Estimated Value

Standard Deviation

shape

2.00971111

0.232489636

scale

34.61018805

2.502800587

Correlation Coefficient R2 = 0.9531 varies from 0.89 at lower values to 0.97 at higher
values.

Lognormal Distribution of example
Parameter

Estimated Value

Standard Deviation

meanlog

3.233565013

0.096031353

sdlog

0.692491933

0.067904421

R2 = varies between 0.96 at lower values to 0.64 at higher values.
The goodness of fit of the distributions is illustrated by the linearity of the data points in
the Quartile-Quartile (QQ) plot shown below.

Note that the lognormal distribution is

close to the Weibull distribution, but the Weibull is more linear. A straight line has been
drawn through each of the plots for illustration.

Creating a Weibull Distribution
There are two easy procedures for creating a Weibull Distribution on your data using a
spreadsheet. The first involves using the spreadsheet Weibull distribution function on
the spreadsheet itself. Enter the data in column form and specify the range on the built
in software and let the software do the work.

A second procedure is slightly more rigorous but you have control and can select
datapoints to remove zeroes.

Start by sequentially numbering the number of data points you are to put in CALL THIS
COLUMN A.
Next enter your data in a column we call Z
Next rank the data (Z) from smallest to largest. Note that you may have to copy the data using
the Paste Values command
Create a Column F which will calculate the rank of Z by computing individual numbers from A
into Column F by the following formula . Note that "a" is a rank number in column A.
F =(a-0.5)/(total number of entries in A)
This gives you values for F -- [the -0.5 prevents you from topping out the scale, and can be
omitted for very large data sets].
Label a column X then take natual log of values of Z into X
Next Create a column Y which contains natural log of the natural log of (1/(1-F) formula is
Y =nl(nl(1/(1-F)) for all values
Plot Y vs X, and adjust the graph for clarity. You want values of the natural log of Z as the X
axis. You will come up with a series of points on an graph which will have some negative values
on the y axis.
Use the software to plot a straight line through your data and give you the equation for the line
and the correlation coefficient. It will be in the form of y= mx +b. (b will probably be negative but
that's all right)
m is the Weibull shape parameter called b. Now compute h which is obtained by solving
exp(-b/m) where exp is base e to get the other parameter.
Finally. Take your right hand, palm down, and pat your left shoulder. Congratulations, you have
created a Weibull plot which is mathematically rigorousviii.
now you have a weibull set of coefficients where you can use the equation in the attached paper
to estimate failures
alternatively: You can use the function =weibull.dist in Excel after you have organized your
data. as in step 1.
There is also a website which calculates distributions for you:
http://www.wessa.net/rwasp_fitdistrweibull.wasp it calculates the beta and eta values for you.

As the paper explains, Weibull will give you several different distributions and is used widely in
failure analysis for equipment. It also has a longer right tail than the Student's T or normal
distribution but if the data are in the right ranges, it is self-adjusting.
If you are a glutton for punishment and have the time, try learning R (www.R-project), which is a
strong and complex statistical computation language where you can manipulate strings of data,
words, numbers and matricies and just about anything else. R has its own manual (available on

site), it is free, and it uses ggplot2 for really neat and spectacular graphics not available in Excel
or almost anyplace else. R is a programming language similar to Fortran, and it's interesting,
but a bit of work to learn and use. There are incredible libraries for almost anything including
things like flight schedules from Laguardia to really complex (complex variables) and graphical
procedures not generally available to everyone, including construction of log-probability plots.

Probable Errors and Permits
The other challenge in permitting is to make accurate measurements regarding our
discharges—to find out what we are actually discharging, and to be as accurate as
reasonably practical with respect to the discharge.
Measuring the discharge accurately
As you all know, the discharge is mass based, and the formula is:
Discharge= Concentration * Flow
Let’s pull that apart and look at the inaccuracies. The components of flow are:
Flow = Velocity * Area
And the concentration is a function of the chemical accuracy as measured by the laboratory.
If we have any uncertainties in the measurement of any of these parameters, we have a
permit uncertainty or probable error. In some cases, the uncertainty can be as large or
larger than the measured value. If we miss measure the velocity or the area of the discharge
point, we have uncertainties in the discharge measurement. Even with normal measurement
tools, that can represent a probable error in measurements.
The concept of probable error comes down to us from the surveying community, where the
placement of a corner or a survey line needs to be as accurate as possible. The probable
error in a measurement is composed of individual and independent functions, f1…..fn
And the measurement M is composed of the functions as follows:
M = f1(x) + f2(x) + f3(x)… fn(x)
And the error in M is given by the following formula:

Where e is the error of measurement in the individual parameter
This type of error estimation can be used in all measurements and equations, even air
pollution stack tests, and complex discharge measurements as well as measurement errors
for property surveys.
Consider the following example as a problem set:
You have permit that is issued in mass units – that is, kg/day. The ﬂowmeter is a 0:3937M (1
ft) Parshall ﬂume with a discharge equation of
Q (CuM/D) =53951 H1.522 where H is in meters. Our flow is 0.37 meters
The average discharge of suspended solids in the effluent is 10 mg/l and the published
accuracy for the test according to Standard Methodsix is 15%.

Our permit specified a level

of solids discharge not to exceed 150 kg/day.
But, due to waves in the discharge channel, we cannot make reliable measurements of the
level in the flume with an accuracy of greater than 0.01Meters or about 2.56%.
The average suspended solids discharge is:
Discharge= 10gM-3*11879.6 M3day-1 or adjusting for units, 118.8 kg day-1.
Currently, you are within permit limits, but how much room do you have within the limits of
accuracy?
Since the mass D is C*Q, the error is given by the following:
Error in height H = 0.01 M, Error in C = 0.15 * 10 = 1.5 mg l-1 =1.5 gM-3
And, dD/dC = 53951 * H1.522 and dD/dH = 82113.4H0.522
e2= (eC*dD/dC)2 += (eH *dD/dH)2
e2= 17819.42+118.7962= 317,546,161
e = 17918 gd-1 or e =17.918 kgd-1 or about 15.1% of your daily discharge and about
11.8% of your flow. Note that the largest contributor to the error is the laboratory uncertainty
in the measurements and not the flow.

If you have uncertainty in your measurements of around 15%, and the average concentration
is 10mgl-1 and the laboratory uncertainty is the greatest factor, concentrations between 10.1
mgl-1 and 11.5 mgl-1 are in permit compliance about 33% of the time, and if we apply the 2
sigma range for greater permit compliance, then the values between 10.1 mgl-1 and 13 mgl-1
are both incompliance. Giving you a new probable compliance discharge range of about
30% on the high side before you have to register a permit exceedance.
The value of the error will vary with the accuracy of each of the individual parameters, and
that error can be reduced by reducing the magnitude of the measurement errors.

For

example, a stilling well used in the flume with an accuracy of 0.001 m would reduce the
uncertainty, but not by much. An increase in accuracy of the suspended solids test would
have the greatest impact, and perhaps that’s where you could focus your efforts to reduce
the probable error.
If you have a measuring device which relies on area and velocity, a relatively small error in
measurement of the area can result in a large change in measured flow.
Another case in point may help:
A number of years ago, I was called to measure the discharge at a papermill in South
Georgia. The mill had a Parshall Flume with a 6’ wide throat. But due to fibers, lime and the
discharge from the calciner, the flume had built up a 3/8” (0.95 cm) deposits on the inside of
the flume throat.

This decreased the area and increased the height through the flume

increasing the apparent discharge. In this case, the flume also discharged into a wet well for
a pumping station and when the water level in the pumping station was high, the water would
back up and flood the throat and further ruin the measurement ability of the flume The
discharge measurements looked like the following:

The upper line represents the flowmeter, the lower line represents actual traverses taken
with a current meter.
Sampling Errors
Sampling errors are particularly hard to quantify. The largest assumption is that the samples
we collect are representative. There are two principal bases for sampling: flow weighted
composites and time weighted composites.

I believe it fair to say that flow weighted

composites are the most common, but flow proportioning samplers have a particular
challenge, and that is the relationship between the sample volume collected at any one time
or any group of times and the flow in the effluent. Then we get into the issue of positioning
of the sample collection device, the measurement accuracy of the sampling pump and a host
of other challenges.
The EPA attempted to address the issue of sampling devices a number of years ago. The
first effort indicated that the ratio of the composite sample concentration to actual
concentrations could vary between a low of 68% to a high of 135% depending upon the

sampler and flow conditionsx Most of the samplers averaged between 90 and 99 accuracy as
shown below:

REPEAT MEASUREMENTS:
When you have a large degree of uncertainty in measurements, the only ways to reduce
them are either to repeat the measurements a number of times, and if possible, to improve
the accuracy of your instruments.
replicate the measurements.

Since the latter is expensive, it is often cheaper to

The error, for a process can be reduced by increasing the number of measurements. The
magnitude of the error decreases by the square root of the error divided by the number of
repeat measurements or
Error of repeat measurements =
And by repeating the number of measurements by a factor of 4, your error will be
approximately cut in half.

NET PROCESS MEASUREMENTS
Many environmental permits are formulated on the basis of net discharges or
D= I-O
Where I is the inflow and O is the outflow for a process.
The error in D for this case is given by the variances:
VarD = Var (I) +Var (0) – 2 Covariance (I,0)
The increase in accuracy starts with accurate flow measurement, and open channel flow
theory and measurement.
How to measure your flow accurately.
In a hydraulics laboratory, there is often a large scale weighing tank where weight
measurements can be used to measure flows accurately. While that is not practical for the
field, there are a number of ways to determine flows accurately in the field. But even the
best flowmeters which are considered Calibration Standard Some of the devices on the
market include: The Gurley-Price Current Meter; the Pygmy Current Meter and various
electronic devices.
The Gurley Current Meter, is the accepted industrial standard for open channel water flow
measurement. It’s accuracy is 2% of the true values, The meters are capable of measuring
water velocity from 0.2- 25 feet per second (0.061-7.62 meters/second). They are primarily

used for relatively clean water, where there are no lumpy soilds, or fibers which could attach
themselves to the meter and wrap around the pinions.

A Picture of the Gurley-Price Current Meter with a wading rod
Electronic Flowmeters are also in the range of 2% of the accuracy. This applies to
magmeters and various doppler devices.

Don’t get fooled by the 6 digit display, the

accuracy is approximately 2%. The same is true for ultrasonic doppler and electromagnetic
flow meters.
We could get into a discussion of flow profiles, turbulence and measurements, but they are
really outside the scope of our discussion.

If you are measuring flow in a pipe or a

rectangular channel, make sure that there are the recommended number of pipe diameters

of straight run before your measuring device. Most manufacturers recommend between 6
and 20 diameters before their device.
One other cautionary note. Watch out for high velocity approaches to the measurement
device or non-uniform flow profiles in an pipe or channel. An open flow measurement device
depends upon the development of critical flow where there is only one value of discharge for
a specific head measurement. If the velocity is too fast, a flume might be reading between
20% and 70% low. If the measurement device is a V-notch or other weir, the high approach
velocity can create an artificial hydraulic jump ahead of the weir and that will cause the weir
to measure higher apparent flows than actually occur. If the weir is misaligned the accuracy
may be off by as much as 10%.
US Bureau of Reclamation’s publication: Water Measurement Manual, which is available
on-linexi.
The manual is an excellent reference and should be a part of every environmental engineer’s
technical library. The manual is free in download form but there is a charge if a paper copy
is required.
SUMMARY:
We have looked at some of the errors in permitting, and frankly it is, somewhat like playing
with a crooked set of dice or a rigged slot machine. You lose by permit, or you lose by
reporting. The penalties can be severe, and it probably isn’t your fault.
With a different analysis, and some realism injected into the permit process, a recognition
that the numbers are not absolute, and an honest recognition of the errors implicit in
discharge measurements, the enforcement could be more scientific, reasonable, and at the
same time, humane.
Some of what is enforced was set up at a time in the 1970’s before sophisticated analytical
techniques were available, but tradition has prevailed and getting the tradition to break or
change will require institutional fortitude, and a willingness to push back against
unreasonable limits.

Accurate discharge measurement is a science and needs to be

approached with accuracy and caution.

More information and a paper on sampling is available in the downloads section of my
website: http://www.globalenvironmental.biz
Dave Russell
PS:
I have a new book coming out in April 2019 which addresses some of the same materials
covered here, and also details what you need to know about equipment and your designs.
Practical Wastewater Treatment 2nd Edition is published by John Wiley & Sons. And it is
400 pages of all that you really wanted to know about the practical considerations of
wastewater, groundwater, and industrial process water treatment. Also available on
Amazon.com

i

The discussion of sampling was written up in an October 20, 1980 article in Chemical Engineering Magazine,
which is available in the downloads section: http://www.Globalenvironmental.biz/downloads
ii
Some of those factors might include groundwater, or contaminated stormwater flowing through the plant or
into the plant sewer system. Note that this is not strictly industrial, but may include municipal systems as well.
iii
https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2015-09/documents/pwm_2010.pdf
and you need to see the Technical support Document of Water Quality Based Toxics Control
https://www3.epa.gov/npdes/pubs/owm0264.pdf and www.cormix.info The latter of which is the EPA’s
expensive model for calculating water quality in mixing zones.
iv
There is a slight difference between the Student's T and the Normal distributions, but because the differences
are minor, we have chosen to equate them as interchangable..
v
In construction of this article, the author used the following programs:
On Youtube.com, under the heading of Weibull Analysis there are a number of helpful websites.
One of many Statistical Programs : Trial Version of MaxStat lite with a free limited duration trial.
https://maxstat.de/en/home-en/. The program cost is about $100. A free website for analyses is:
https://wessa.net = look for the number of distributions available.
vi
See very good, well written articles by P Barringer: at http://www.barringer1.com/pdf/Chpt1-5th-edition.pdf
and
https://reliabilityweb.com/articles/entry/a_guide_for_using_the_weibull_distribution_in_failure_mode_analysis/
vii
http://www.weibull.com is run by Reliasoft which is dedicated to reliability analysis, on the Web, one can look
at https://Ncalculators.com/math-worksheets/Weibull-distribution-example.htm and a number of other websites.
viii
There are a number of mathematical justifications of the procedure, including some papers on Weibull
analysis from https://www.slideshare.net/melvincarter/using-microsoft-excel-for-weibull-analysis, several helpful
procedure videos on www.youtube.com under the heading Weibull Analysis, and the Barringer paper cited
above.
ix
See Standard Methods for the Examination of Water and Wastewater under Solids. Published by APHA,
ASCE, and WEF.
x
EPA-600/2-75-065, December 1975, An assessment of Automatic Sewer Flow Samplers and EPA-600/4-82029 September Handbook for Sampling and Sample Preservation of Water and Wastewater.
xi
https://www.usbr.gov/tsc/techreferences/mands/wmm/index.htm

